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Abstract—Packet contention is a major challenge in photonic
packet-switched networks due to the lack of random access buffers
in the optical domain. Existing contention resolution approaches
such as wavelength conversion and fiber-delay-line buffering may
significantly increase the overall system cost and may be difficult
to implement. To avoid such issues, this paper proposes a frame-
work for providing label-based differentiated contention resolu-
tion by exploiting recirculation buffering and deflection routing.
To accommodate more options for differentiation and to avoid the
potential problem of forwarding packets in a network indefinitely,
two classes of loopless deflection algorithms are provided. An an-
alytical model is also developed to evaluate the packet loss proba-
bility and the end-to-end delay for different buffering and deflec-
tion routing schemes. The paper also investigates the effectiveness
of the control schemes in providing differentiated loss and delay
through simulation and analysis. The accuracy of the analytical
model is confirmed by simulation.

Index Terms—Analytical model, contention resolution, deflec-
tion routing, loss probability, photonic packet switching, recircu-
lation buffer.

I. INTRODUCTION

AS THE number of Internet users and broad-band appli-
cations continue to increase, next-generation commu-

nication networks are expected to provide huge bandwidth
as well as to support diverse service demands. The tremen-
dous bandwidth requirement can be accommodated by using
dense-wavelength-division-multiplexing (DWDM) transmis-
sion systems [1], which can support more than 1 Tb/s in a
single optical fiber. However, traditional electronic packet
switches are not suitable for handling such high data rates due
to limitations in electronic processing speeds and the expense
of optical–electronic–optical (O/E/O) conversion. To provide
high-speed switching without O/E/O conversion, it may be
desirable to utilize all-optical switching techniques [2], [3].

From the network perspective, there are generally three ap-
proaches for optical switching. In wavelength-routed networks,
data can be transmitted only after an all-optical circuit-switched
connection is established. In optical burst-switched networks,
upper-layer packets are first assembled into bursts at ingress
edge nodes; bursts are then forwarded toward their destina-
tions and disassembled at egress edge nodes. Compared with
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these two approaches, a photonic packet-switched network can
provide finer granularity and possibly lower end-to-end delay
[3], [4]. In spite of significant challenges in the processing and
buffering of bits at high speeds, solid progress has been made
toward realistic photonic packet switches. For example, an
8 8 optical switch with 5-ns switching time is now commer-
cially available in [5]; a 1 2 all-optical packet switch element
in which header processing can be carried out all-optically
is presented in [6]; larger systems are also developed in [7]
and [8], where experimental photonic packet switches can
provide 200 Gchip/s all-optical processing, 40 Gb/s/port packet
switching, and optical buffering.

Photonic packet-switched networks can be divided into
two categories: time-slotted synchronous networks with
fixed-length packets and unslotted asynchronous networks
with fixed-size or variable-size packets [2]. Although the
slotted schemes may lead to higher throughput, they are more
difficult to deploy due to the synchronization requirements
of all incoming packets [2], [9]. This paper focuses on the
asynchronous switching scheme with fixed-size packets.

In most packet-switched networks, packet loss and
end-to-end delay are two major quality of service (QoS)
factors besides the bandwidth requirement. These two effects
result mainly from packet contention, which occurs when two
or more incoming packets need to be forwarded to the same
output at the same time. Approaches for resolving contention
in photonic packet-switched networks include wavelength
conversion, buffering, and deflection routing.

In wavelength conversion, a contending packet can be con-
verted from one wavelength to another in order to avoid conflict.
Although this method has been studied in previous literature,
it may significantly increase the system cost, since all-optical
wavelength conversion technology is immature and wavelength
converters are expected to remain expensive in the foreseeable
future [10].

In buffering, contending packets are temporarily stored
and are forwarded at a later time. Buffering in electronic
packet-switched networks is implemented by storing packets in
random-access-memory (RAM) buffers; however, RAM-like
buffering is not yet available in the optical domain. In optical
networks, optical-fiber-delay lines [11]–[15] can be utilized to
delay packets for a fixed amount of time. Optical buffers are
either single-stage or multistage and can be further categorized
into feedforward architectures and feedback architectures [16].
A limitation of optical buffering is that the fiber delay lines may
be bulky, since the length of the fiber is directly proportional to
the propagation time of light in the fiber. In addition, buffering
can lead to an increase in the end-to-end delay.
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In deflection routing, a packet is forwarded to an alterna-
tive output port if its primary output port is occupied by another
packet.Thus,thelinksinthenetworkareactingasdynamicbuffers
without increasing the cost of the photonic switch [17]–[21].
Consequently, packet loss probability in the network can be
decreased. In [22], deflection is studied in an unslotted packet
network with a Manhattan Street Network topology. In [23] and
[24], deflection routing is studied in irregular mesh networks.
The most important advantage of the deflection routing method is
that it does not require a huge effort to be implemented, either in
terms of hardware components or in terms of control algorithms.
The effectiveness of this technique critically depends on the
network topology; meshed topologies with a high number of
nodal degrees greatly benefit from deflection routing, whereas
minor advantages arise from more simple topologies.

Nevertheless, deflection routing may lead to increased
end-to-end packet delay and may raise several other issues.
One of the issues raised by deflection routing is the packet
ordering problem, in which packets that belong to the same
session may arrive out of order. This problem can generally be
resolved by network-layer protocols [14]. Another potential
problem is the packet-loop problem, in which a packet may be
forwarded within the network indefinitely. Looping of packets
may increase delays, degrade signal quality for the looping
packets, and increase the traffic load for the entire network.
Several approaches to solve the packet-loop problem in deflec-
tion routing have been studied in previous literature. In [23],
a deflection policy is applied at certain hub nodes in order to
prevent loops in a specific network topology. However, the
policy for determining the hub nodes and the corresponding
deflection tables in an arbitrary network topology are not spec-
ified. In [25], a method for determining deflection alternatives
in a manner that avoids routing loops is presented. Traditional
time-to-live (TTL) technologies [26] are also widely used to
limit the number of hops that a packet will traverse in the
network, but these kinds of approaches may not suitable for
high-speed photonic packet switching networks, since they
require the packet header to be modified at each node.

While most research on contention resolution [13], [14]
focuses on how to improve overall packet-loss performance, a
comprehensive study on how to provide differentiated loss and
delay for QoS in photonic packet-switched networks is not yet
available. Service differentiation is a very important issue in the
Internet, as a consequence of the variety of applications with
different QoS requirements. An intensive research and stan-
dardization effort has taken place in order to define a paradigm
for service differentiation support [27]. These architectures and
concepts should be applied to optical routers where, in spite of
the huge bandwidth available on the optical links, contention
may still occur in the switches [28].

This paper first proposes a framework for differentiated
contention resolution that exploits recirculation buffering
and deflection routing schemes. The proposed differentiated
contention resolution scheme includes different buffering and
different deflection schemes for different classes of traffic.
Specifically, for buffering schemes, we can limit the buffer
usage and the recirculation times of packets; for example, traffic
with relaxed loss requirements may be restricted to use only a

subset of the total available buffers. In this case, some buffers
will be reserved only for higher priority traffic. The deflection
policy can also be varied depending on the class of traffic. We
observe that, while deflection routing methods reduce packet
loss, they can lead to increased delay. However, by restricting
deflection routing to be loop-free, an upper bound may be
placed on the maximum end-to-end delay of a packet. Two
classes of loopless deflection-routing schemes are provided
in order to support delay-limited QoS requirements. With the
proposed loopless deflection algorithms, the average delay in
the network can be reduced, and a strict delay bound can be
provided, so that delay-restricted requirements can be sup-
ported. By varying the deflection method for different classes
of traffic, differentiated loss and delay can be achieved. For
example, traffic that is loss sensitive could be deflected, while
traffic that is delay sensitive would not be deflected. Within the
framework, the buffering and deflection parameters that can
be varied to provide differentiation are defined, and then the
buffering and deflection policies applied to different classes of
traffic are specified.

An analytical model that analyzes recirculation buffering and
deflection routing for different classes of traffic is then devel-
oped to evaluate the performance of the proposed schemes, and
the accuracy of the analysis is verified through simulation.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section II, we elaborate on the framework for differentiated
buffering and differentiated deflection routing in photonic
packet-switched networks. Section III proposes a destina-
tion-based looplesss deflection-routing (D-LLD) routing
algorithm and a source–destination-based loopless deflec-
tion-routing (SD-LLD) algorithm. An analytical model is
developed in Section IV to evaluate the performance of dif-
ferent buffering and deflection-routing schemes. Section V
provides numerical results and discussions. Finally, Section VI
concludes the paper.

II. DIFFERENTIATED CONTENTION RESOLUTION IN PHOTONIC

PACKET-SWITCHING NETWORKS

In this section, we provide a switch architecture and a label-
based control scheme implementation for supporting differenti-
ated buffering and differentiated deflection routing in photonic
packet-switched networks. We then discuss the various param-
eters for providing differentiated service in photonic packet-
switched networks.

A. Switch Architecture

A fundamental principle in network design is the minimiza-
tion of implementation costs. Thus, we assume that there are no
wavelength converters in the network, and we also assume that
only a small number of optical buffers, i.e., fiber delay lines,
are available in a switch. Since there is no wavelength con-
version in the switch, packets with different wavelengths will
be switched separately. Therefore, in this paper, only a single
wavelength plane is considered. Based on the previously stated
assumptions, we consider the generic asynchronous switch ar-
chitecture shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. Generic architecture for asynchronous photonic packet switch.

In this switch, there is a central routing control processor
which has the capability to perform control functions, including
processing the packet header, determining the route of the
incoming packet, prioritizing packets based on class of service,
and maintaining topology information. Since the controller
needs some time to process the header information and to
configure the switching element, each input is connected to the
switching element via a fixed-length fiber delay line, such that
the propagation delay in the fiber provides sufficient time for
the controller to process the header and configure the switch.
Some ports of the switching element are connected to add/drop
units, which can be used to add and drop local traffic.

The recirculation buffers, which connect the switch outputs
to the switch inputs via fiber delay lines, are used to resolve
packet contention. In this paper, since we assume fixed-size
packets, we let the length of each delay line correspond to the
size of a packet. The advantage of the recirculation buffers is
that packets from different input ports can share a fiber delay
line at different times. Therefore, this scheme is more effective
than output buffering at resolving contentions [1]. The tradeoff
is that the switch size may increase depending on the number of
recirculation buffers [16]. Another problem is that feedback may
attenuate the signal-to-noise ratio and possibly lead to packets
looping indefinitely within a switch. To avoid such situations,
we can limit the number of times that a packet can traverse a
fiber delay line. The amount of time that a packet stays in the
switch can be maintained in the controller, and a packet will
then be dropped if it cannot be forwarded to any output within
a given amount of time. We will show that this method can also
provide additional differentiation options.

B. Label-Based Forwarding Scheme

A control scheme must be defined in order to support
buffering and deflection routing and to accommodate differen-
tiated service in the network. This control scheme must also
maintain the simplicity of packet forwarding in the optical
domain.

TABLE I
LABEL-BASED FORWARDING

TABLE AT NODE 2

Fig. 2. Example network topology.

In Internet protocol (IP)-based networks, routing protocols
are used to exchange topology and resource utilization infor-
mation among nodes. Based on this information, each node can
calculate its routing table. In general, only the destination in-
formation is required in order to forward a packet. However, to
support QoS, additional information may be required. For ex-
ample, when source routing is used, the path information must
be saved in the header. Such schemes may not be suitable for
photonic packet-switching networks since they introduce extra
complexity on header reading and processing. Moreover, these
schemes are not suitable for deflection routing since they do not
provide coordination among nodes, which is required by loop-
less routing.

To support differentiated services and deflection routing in
photonic packet-switched networks, we can apply a label-based
control scheme for forwarding packets. This method is similar
to the method used in multiprotocol label switching (MPLS)
or generalized MPLS (GMPLS) [29]. In this scheme, before a
packet can be sent into the network, a label path that satisfies
certain QoS requirements must be determined and distributed
to all possible nodes in the network. Each packet must carry
its label information in the packet header, and each node main-
tains a forwarding table that specifies, for each incoming label,
the corresponding output port. Thus, when a packet arrives to a
node, the node will read the header and forward the packet to
the correct output port according to the packet’s label. In stan-
dard label-based forwarding approaches, a unique path is speci-
fied for each label. In this paper, we extend the concept of label
switching to include multiple paths for each label. The multiple
paths are defined by the deflection alternatives at each node.
Thus, for each incoming label, the forwarding table will specify
an ordered set of possible output ports. The first output port in
a set will specify the primary output port, while the remaining
output ports in the set will specify output ports to which a packet
may be deflected if the primary output port is busy.

Table I gives an example of a label-based forwarding table
at node 2 for the network topology shown in Fig. 2. In this ex-
ample, we assume that all three label paths have the same desti-
nation—node 6. In this case, a packet with label “C” arriving at
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node 2 will be forwarded to output 4 if output 4 is available. If
output 4 is not available, the packet will be deflected to output
3. If both output 4 and output 3 are not available, then the packet
will be dropped.

The label-based forwarding and deflection mechanism can be
used to support differentiated service by appropriately defining
the set of alternate output ports for each label. In the previous ex-
ample, the different labels can represent different classes of ser-
vices that utilize different routing schemes. For example, label
“A” may represent best-effort traffic using shortest path routing
(no deflection); label “B” may represent traffic that requires low
packet loss and can be deflected to any output port; and label “C”
may represent traffic that has delay constraints and thus can only
be deflected to a limited number of output ports.

Label paths can be set up statically for different classes of
traffic and can be updated periodically for traffic engineering
purposes. In this manner, the control overhead for establishing
label paths is minimum. On the other hand, label paths can also
be set up dynamically based on individual label-path requests.
The dynamic approach may be more efficient and allow for
greater flexibility; however, it has the additional cost of con-
trol complexity and overhead. In this paper, as the first step of
our study, we assume that label paths are established offline in
a static manner.

C. Framework for Differentiated Contention Resolution

In this section, we outline the various parameters for sup-
porting differentiated service within the label-based contention
resolution framework.

Based on different loss and delay requirements, differenti-
ated service can be implemented by different buffering and dif-
ferent deflection-routing policies within the label-based control
scheme. We define a control vector cor-
responding to a label path . is the number of buffers that
packets of a given label can use at a node, is the maximum
number of times that a packet is allowed to recirculate in the
buffers at a node, represents the deflection-routing policy,
and is the number of deflection alternatives at a node for a
packet of label .

In this paper, we consider a buffering-first policy. That is, a
packet will be forwarded to buffers if the primary output port is
occupied by another packet, then the packet will be forwarded
to one of its predefined deflection output ports if the buffers are
not available. The details of the control scheme follows.

Buffering options
• : Limit of buffer usage: We can limit the number of

buffers that a flow or class can use at a node. Specifi-
cally, from a packet-loss perspective, all of the buffers
at a node may be used by high-priority traffic, while
only a subset of the buffers may be used for low-pri-
ority traffic. In this manner, some buffers are dedi-
cated to higher priority applications in order to guar-
antee lower packet loss.

• : Limit of recirculation time: In general, we must
limit the overall time that a packet can stay in the
switch; otherwise, one packet may recirculate indefi-
nitely in the system. The maximum number of times

that a packet may traverse a recirculation buffer may
also be utilized for service differentiation purpose.
Intuitively, a larger limit may lead to lower packet
loss while increasing the buffering delay.

Deflection options
• : Deflection routing algorithm: Deflection

schemes can be classified based on whether or
not loops are allowed. Loops occur when a packet
is forwarded to a node that has already been vis-
ited on the path to the destination. An example of
deflection routing that allows loops is shortest path
deflection (SPD), in which all possible outputs are
sorted by distance to the destination. If the primary
output of an incoming packet is occupied, the switch
will try to forward it to the output that is available
and has the shortest distance to the destination. By
allowing loops in the network, SPD provides lower
packet loss under lower traffic load but incurs higher
end-to-end delay. Examples of loopless deflection
are destination-based loopless deflection (D-LLD)
[25] and source-destination based loopless deflec-
tion (SD-LLD), which will be presented in the next
section. In these schemes, forwarding tables are set
in a manner that avoids loops. Since loops are not
allowed in the network, the maximum end-to-end
propagation delay is limited.

• : Number of deflection alternatives: The number
of deflection alternatives is the maximum number of
alternative output ports on which a packet can be for-
warded. In nondeflection schemes, the number of de-
flection alternatives is equal to one. Therefore, each
node has to maintain only the primary output port in
a forwarding table for a given label path. In this case,
if the primary output is occupied, then the packet will
be dropped. For example, when the shortest path (SP)
scheme is used, the primary output to a given destina-
tion can be determined by running Dijkstra’s shortest
path algorithm to find the output. In this case, the
control vector for the label path can be expressed as

SP . If the number of deflection al-
ternatives is greater than one, then each node must
maintain multiple alternative output ports for a given
label path. In this case, the packet-loss ratio may be
smaller than nondeflection schemes. However, de-
flection may also increase the end-to-end propagation
delay.

To support different delay requirements, a routing scheme can
be delay-limited or delay-unlimited. If the applications do not
have delay requirements, such as e-mail and file transfer pro-
tocol (FTP), then a delay-unlimited routing algorithm can be
used. For example, SPD routing can be used to achieve lower
packet loss, while possibly incurring packet loops and higher
end-to-end delay.

If the application has delay requirements, such as a video
stream, then a delay-limited routing algorithm must be used.
To support the delay constraint when using deflection routing,
two classes of loopless algorithms, D-LLD and SD-LLD, will
be proposed in Section III, where additional factors, such as the
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Fig. 3. Sample of D-LLD scheme. (Destination is node 6.)

number of deflection alternatives, can be used to obtain further
tradeoffs between delay and loss.

We now use an example to illustrate the differentiation
scheme. Consider a network where each node has three re-
circulation buffers and suppose there are three classes of
traffic: loss-sensitive, delay-sensitive, and best-effort traffic.
To support loss-sensitive traffic, we can define control vector

SPD , in which three buffers are used, recircu-
lating times are limited to three, SPD is used, and the number
of deflection alternatives is equal to two. To support delay-sen-
sitive traffic, a control vector D-LLD can be
defined, in which three buffers are used, recirculating times are
limited to one, D-LLD is used, and the number of deflection
alternatives is equal to two. To support best-effort traffic, a
control vector SP can be defined, in which no
buffering is allowed, and no deflection is allowed. We will show
the performance of this scheme in Section V.

III. LOOPLESS DEFLECTION-ROUTING ALGORITHMS

In this section, we first present a D-LLD routing algorithm,
and we then present an SD-LLD routing algorithm.

A. Destination-Based Loopless Deflection

In this section, we assume that labels are defined on a per-
destination basis. By utilizing destination-based labeling, the
number of label entries at each node can be kept to a minimum,
since packets from different sources can share the same entry in
the forwarding table as described in Section II-A.

Fig. 3 illustrates the primary paths and deflection alternatives
on all nodes for a given destination node 6. Note that in destina-
tion-based labeling, the label of a packet will remain the same
throughout the network. Furthermore, the primary paths spec-
ified for a given destination will define a spanning tree on the
network, with the destination node at the root of the tree. By ex-
amining the spanning tree for a given destination, we note that
deflection-alternative links may be added to the tree in a manner
that avoids routing loops.

The process of defining the label entries at each node can be
divided into two subproblems. The first problem is to determine
the primary outgoing link for each destination at each node. In
this paper, we assume that the link that is on the shortest path
to the destination is chosen as the primary outgoing link at a
node for that destination. These links may be found by running
Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm for each source–destination

pair in the network and choosing the first-hop link on each of
the shortest path routes. The link weights in the shortest path
algorithm are determined by the physical distance of each link.
An alternative approach for determining the primary links is
to choose the links in a manner that balances the load in the
network. Such approaches are beyond the scope of this paper.

The second problem is to find the set of deflection alternatives
for each destination at each node, given the set of primary links
defined in the previous problem. Since the shortest spanning tree
for a given destination node does not have any cycles by defini-
tion, the deflection alternatives at each node must be defined in
a way that eliminates the possibility of routing loops. The main
idea of the D-LLD algorithm is as follows: 1) select nodes one
at a time, and for each node select its deflection alternatives and
2) once the deflection alternatives have been selected, remove
the node from the graph. By selecting leaf nodes that are fur-
thest from the root one by one and by deleting the node after its
deflection output port has been selected, the algorithm ensures
that no deflections are made to nodes that are further from the
destination than the selected node and that packets, upon de-
parting from the selected node, can never return to that node. A
detailed discussion on how to choose deflection alternatives can
be found in [25].

Since the proposed algorithm does not allow loops, it is pos-
sible that a node will not have any deflection alternatives for
a given destination. In particular, those nodes that are closer to
the destination are less likely to have deflection alternatives than
nodes that are further from the destination. For example, node 5
in Fig. 3 has only one path to destination. By restricting deflec-
tion at these nodes, the packet losses may increase.

B. SD-Based Loopless Deflection

In this section, we assume that labels are defined on the basis
of per-source–destination pairs. Although the number of label
entries at each node will be increased, this scheme can never-
theless improve the routing flexibility and provide more traffic
engineering options.

Similar to that of the D-LLD, the objective of the SD-LLD
routing algorithm is to find the primary path and deflection al-
ternatives at each node such that there are no routing loops.

For each source–destination pair, the algorithm selects nodes
one at a time, starting with the source node, and determines the
primary and alternate output ports for the selected node. To en-
sure the loopless aspect, nodes that have already been selected
cannot be chosen as deflection alternatives. The order of se-
lected nodes is such that any deflected packet will eventually
reach the destination.

An example of the algorithm is illustrated in Fig. 4. Suppose
node 5 is the source, and node 6 is the destination. We first re-
move the source node and run a shortest path algorithm in the
remaining graph [see Fig. 4(a)]. Then, based on the distances
from each node to the destination, we determine the forwarding
table for a packet from node 5 to node 6. At node 5, the output
list in the forwarding table will be set to (6, 4, 3). In this case,
the primary output is given as node 6, and the second and third
outputs are node 4 and node 3, respectively.

We then choose a node that is adjacent to the source node
and that has the largest distance to the destination [node 3 in
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Fig. 4. Sample of SD-LLD. (Source is node 5, and destination is node 6.)

Fig. 4(b)]. By using the same technique, we can quickly deter-
mine the forwarding table entry at node 3 as (4, 2, 0), in which
node 4 is given as the primary output.

Similarly, we choose another node in the remaining graph
and then set its forwarding table. The node we choose next is
a node that is adjacent to node 3 or 5 (denoted as the source
group hereafter) and has the largest distance to the destination
in the remaining graph. This algorithm will stop when all of the
forwarding tables have been set.

We observe from Fig. 4 that we have several options for for-
warding a packet from node 5 to node 6. In comparison, there
is only one choice for a packet from node 5 to 6 in Fig. 3.
We predict that our algorithm will utilize network resources
as much as possible; thus, the probability of successfully for-
warding packets to their destination may increase. In the re-
mainder of this section, we present a formal description of the
algorithm and prove its correctness.

1) Notation:

• : total number of nodes in the network.
• : set of all nodes in the network.
• : set of all edges in the network.
• : a graph containing node set and edge set .
• : edge between nodes and .
• : source node .
• : destination node .
• : a set of nodes .
• : set of nodes where and

such that exists.
• : set of edges where and

.
• : a subgraph of which is equivalent to

.
• : source group, a set of nodes including source node .

• : destination group; a set of nodes, including destina-
tion node .

• : adjacent group, .
• : shortest distance between node and in graph

.
• : set of nodes in the primary path for source–destina-

tion pair .
• : the th node chosen while set-

ting forwarding table for source–destination pair .
• : a group of nodes that can be put in the forwarding

table on node for source–destination pair .
2) Algorithm Description: For each source–destination pair
, we initialize the forwarding table on each node as follows:

Step 1) Let .
Step 2) Let .
Step 3) Calculate shortest path spanning tree for

.
Step 4) Let , let . Set the

forwarding table on as

where is in the primary path for and
; and

Step 5) Select a node such that

If , then let and ;
otherwise, choose from such that

and is still connected.
Step 6) , if , stop.
Step 7) ; go to Step 2).
3) Algorithm Correctness: In this section, we first prove that

the algorithm can ensure the loopless characteristic. We then
show that a packet can be successfully forwarded to its destina-
tion node regardless of the packet’s current node.

Suppose a packet from source to destination arrives to
node , where . We can see that in Step 4)
of the algorithm. Therefore, the packet cannot be forwarded to
any node in . In addition, and

, since . We conclude that the algorithm itself
ensures the loopless forwarding of packets in the network.

To prove the correctness of packet forwarding in our algo-
rithm, we first make two assumptions:

1) is a connected graph.
2) is a connected graph.1

We first derive that for any source–destination pair and
is connected.

Suppose such that the path between and exists
in but does not exist in . We let be a set
of nodes where 1) , 2) , and 3) is a
connected graph.

1If this assumption does not hold, then Step 4) must be slightly modified such
that 8w in the forwarding table D(G (V ); w ; d) <1.
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Obviously, , since there is no path between
and in . We further conclude that for all , the
path between and in must contain node . This
is because . Therefore

since, in our algorithm, we choose the next node from the adja-
cent group that has the largest distance to the destination if it is
not in . We can claim that . Consequently,

is not connected to . This means
that the graph is not connected after we remove node which
contradicts Assumption 2). Therefore, does not exist in our
algorithm, and is always connected for all source–des-
tination pairs and any .

IV. ANALYTICAL MODEL

In this section, we present an analytical model to evaluate the
packet loss and delay performance of different buffering and
deflection-routing schemes. The analysis may be applied to any
arbitrary mesh topology. The main idea in this analytical model
is to calculate loss probability for each connection by using a
reduced-load approximation algorithm.

We first separate traffic in a network into different flows,
where each flow consists of packets that have the same source
and destination and that require the same QoS. For any flow ,
we assume that packets arrive according to a Poisson process
with rate . To simplify the analysis, we consider only the case
that for each class, where is the total number of fiber
delay lines in the switch.

We also assume that there is no wavelength conversion; thus,
we only consider a single wavelength plane. Therefore, we can
model each link as an M/D/1/1 queuing system. Let be the
packet arrival rate on link and be the packet blocking
probability on link . The packet-blocking probability on link

can be given as

(1)

For a given flow , we denote as the packet arrival rate on
link . Then, we have

(2)

depends on whether link is on the primary path or on
the deflection path. To analyze , we first define as the total
arrival rate of from all incoming links of node and define

as the arrival rate of packets that pass through buffers and
eventually depart from the primary output of on node . Let
and be the source and destination node of flow . If link
is on the primary path to , then the applied load will be both
the load offered by all previous-hop links toward node and the
load from local buffers. If link is the th deflection
link at node , and link is the th deflection link to
destination , then the applied load on link will be the load
that is blocked on link and cannot enter the buffer. To simplify

the notation, we let be the next node corresponding to
the th alternate deflection port at node . For example,
is the primary output port at node . The parameter can be
calculated as

(3)

The parameter can be calculated as

(4)

From (3) and (4), we can observe that, for a given flow , the
attempted arrival rate to buffers at node is

where is the probability that a packet of flow is
blocked on its primary output at node .

We let be the conditional probability that packets cannot
depart from the primary output given that these packets
have entered buffers at node . Therefore, can be calculated
as

(5)

To calculate the conditional probability , we make two as-
sumptions: 1) that each packet can enter the fiber delay line at
a given node up to times and 2) that the probability that no
fiber delay line is available at node is .

Since the length of any fiber delay line is units, one packet
that leaves a buffer and enters the switching element can use the
same buffer if there is no limitation to enter again. Therefore,
we have

(6)

where we define as the probability that the primary output
is not available when the packet leaves the buffer.

can be estimated by using the approximation

(7)

We now discuss how to calculate in (6). Let be the
average duration that a packet in flow stays in a buffer. Since
a packet in flow can stay in a buffer for up to times, we
have

(8)
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Fig. 5. The 14-node network topology.

Let be the average duration that a packet of any flow stays
in a buffer at node . Notice that the attempted arrival rate of
flow to buffers at node is . Thus, we have

(9)

We can then use the well-known Erlang-B formula to calcu-
late , since the Erlang-B formula is insensitive to the distri-
bution of the service time, as follows:

(10)

where

(11)

The packet-loss probability of flow can be calculated as

(12)

and then the average packet-loss probability in the network
can be calculated as

(13)

To calculate packet-loss probability recursively, we use the
following reduced-load approximation algorithm.

1) Initialize all for any link .
2) Calculate all and by using (2)–(4).
3) Calculate all by using (1).
4) Calculate all by using (5)–(11).
5) Calculate by using (12) and (13).
6) Stop if converges; otherwise, go to Step 2).

For a given flow , the average end-to-end delay for packets
that successfully reach their destination can be calculated as

(14)

where denotes the propagation delay on link , de-
notes the traffic that passes through link and successfully
reaches the destination , and denotes the traffic that
passes through node and successfully reaches the destination

.
To calculate , we first define and as the

packet arrival rate at node and link , provided that all packets
have traversed link . By using the method we developed for
calculating and , we can calculate and .
Therefore, we have

(15)

We can calculate in a similar manner.
Finally, the average end-to-end delay can then be calculated

by using

(16)

By using the reduced-load approximation, the above analysis
can be applied to any loopless routing scheme. In order to an-
alyze schemes that result in routing loops, the analysis must be
modified slightly in order to avoid infinite path lengths. When
calculating and , the analysis will stop evaluating a path
if the additional load on the next link in the path is less than
some small value . When evaluating the packet-loss probabil-
ities, the analysis will stop evaluating a path once it reaches a
certain number of hops.

V. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, we evaluate the performance of different con-
tention resolution schemes through simulation and analysis. We
use two topologies to conduct the experiments: a 14-node net-
work topology, illustrated in Fig. 5, in which the numbers on
each link denote the physical length in units of 10 km; and a
16-node torus–mesh network in which the length of each link
is 10 km. In both topologies, each link represents a bidirec-
tional channel with 10-Gb/s transmission rate. We assume that
the arrival of packets follows a Poisson process and that the
length of each packet is 10 Kb. We further assume that the traffic
is uniformly distributed over all source–destination pairs. For
buffering, we assume there are three recirculation buffers at each
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Fig. 6. Performance of different deflection-routing schemes in the 14-node network with no buffer for a single class (A = 2).

Fig. 7. Performance of different deflection-routing schemes in the 14-node network with no buffer for three classes, in which SPD with A = 2 is used for C ;
SD-LLD with A = 2 is used for C ; and SP is used for C .

node, all with one unit of length. If there are multiple classes of
traffic in the network, we assume that the total traffic load is dis-
tributed evenly among all classes.

Fig. 6 shows the packet loss and average delay performance
of different deflection-routing schemes in the 14-node network
with no buffer. We assume that there is only one class of traffic
in each experiment, and we evaluate four routing schemes
(SP, D-LLD, SD-LLD, and SPD), in which we set the number
of deflection alternatives to two for all deflection cases.
We observe that, under low and modest traffic loads, SPD
outperforms all other schemes in terms of packet loss; however,
it has the highest average delay. SPD results in low packet loss
because it allows loops in the networks; therefore, it utilizes
the network resources more efficiently when the traffic is low;
however, since packets traverse longer paths before they arrive
at their destinations, the end-to-end delay will be increased.
We observe that, under high traffic loads, SPD will incur a
higher packet-loss ratio. This effect is due to the deflected
packets consuming additional network resources and affecting
the delivery of other packets. In Fig. 6(a), we note that the
D-LLD and SD-LLD schemes provide a slight improvement in

loss performance over the case with no deflection (SP), while
having larger packet loss over the deflection scheme without
any looping restrictions (SPD). The reason for this behavior
is that, with deflection routing, a packet has a greater chance
to reach its destination when the total packet-loss probability
is low. The restrictions placed on deflections in the loopless
deflection case limit the number of nodes at which deflections
can take place. These limitations lead to higher packet losses
compared with the SPD scheme. From Fig. 6(b), it can be
seen that both D-LLD and SD-LLD achieve significantly lower
delay than SPD and slightly higher delay than SP. Deflection
increases the average delay; however, the loopless deflection
schemes limit loops so that the total distance that a packet
travels is bounded. For D-LLD and SD-LLD, we can see that
SD-LLD has better loss performance but slightly larger average
delay. The reason for this performance is that SD-LLD has more
deflection alternatives and more routing diversity than D-LLD,
since packets with different sources but the same destination
will have different routing and deflection alternatives.

Fig. 7 compares different deflection-routing schemes in the
14-node network without buffers, where we assume that there
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Fig. 8. Performance of SPD with different alternatives in the 16-node torus–mesh network with no buffer for three classes, in which SPD with A = 3 is used
for C ; SPD with A = 2 is used for C ; and SPD with A = 1 is used for C .

Fig. 9. Performance of buffering schemes with different recirculation times in the 14-node network for three classes, in which SP withK = 3 andM = 3 is
used for C ; SP with K = 3 and M = 1 is used for C ; and SP with no buffer is used for C .

are three classes of traffic in the network. In this paper, we assume
that there are three classes of traffic in the network and each
class of traffic has different QoS requirements. Loss-sensitive
traffic strictly requires low packet loss and does not care about
delay; delay-sensitive traffic is delay limited; and best-effort
traffic has no strict loss or delay requirements. The control
vectors for the Class 0 , Class 1 , and Class 2
label paths are SPD SD-LLD ,
and SP , respectively. In other words, different
classes of traffic each use a different deflection policy. It can be
observed that traffic has the lowest packet-loss rate; thus,
can be used to support loss-sensitive traffic that does not have
strict delay requirements. We also note that the average delay
of traffic remains stable over a large range of traffic loads;
thus, can be used to support traffic with guaranteed delay
requirements. Finally, can be used to support best-effort
traffic.

In Fig. 8, we demonstrate the performance of SPD with
different number of deflection alternatives in the 16-node
torus–mesh network. We assume that label paths have up

to three output alternatives; label paths have two output
options; and traffic can be forwarded to only one output.
From Fig. 8, we can see that a larger number of alternatives
will lead to smaller packet loss but will also increase the
end-to-end delay. For loopless deflection algorithms, our
experiments (not included) show that the benefit of having
more than two deflection outputs is not significant in both
topologies due to the small nodal degree and the limitations
of the loopless constraint.

Fig. 9 shows the performance of buffering schemes with dif-
ferent number of recirculation times in the 14-node network. We
select SP as the routing scheme for all three classes of traffic
and the control vectors for three classes of label paths are

SP SP , and SP , respec-
tively. Thus, packets may traverse the recirculation buffers
three times; packets may traverse the buffers once; and
packets may not traverse the buffers. Fig. 9(a) illustrates packet
loss versus load for different schemes. We observe that, by lim-
iting the number of times that a packet can enter a buffer, we can
provide differentiated packet loss, while also avoiding the sig-
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Fig. 10. Performance of buffering schemes with different buffer usage in the 14-node network for three classes, in which SD-LLD with K = 3;M = 3, and
A = 2 is used for C ; SD-LLD with K = 1andM = 3; A = 2 is used for C ; and SD-LLD with no buffer is used for C .

nificant attenuation introduced by recirculation. As expected, a
larger limit can lead to a smaller loss ratio but can also lead to
higher end-to-end delay.

Fig. 10 illustrates the performance of buffering schemes
with different buffer usages in the 14-node network. We
use SD-LLD as the routing scheme for all three classes
of traffic and the control vectors for three classes are

SD-LLD SD-LLD , and =
SD-LLD , respectively. Thus, traffic may use up to

three buffers if all three buffers are available; may traverse
only the lowest index buffer, even if other higher index buffers
are available; and traffic will not traverse the buffers at all.
We note that classes with larger buffer usage will have better
performance in terms of packet loss. From Figs. 9 and 10,
we can observe that our buffering schemes have successfully
provided differentiated service.

Fig. 11 shows the simulation and analysis results for
combined buffering and deflection-routing schemes. The
corresponding control vectors for three classes of label
paths are SPD , D-LLD , and

SP , respectively. Thus, SPD with ,
, and is used to support traffic; D-LLD with

, and is used to support traffic;
and SP with no buffer is used to support traffic. Comparing
Fig. 11(a) with Fig. 9(a), we can see that the loss for and
traffic has been decreased by exploiting deflection routing.

Fig. 12 shows the simulation results for deflection-routing
schemes in the 14-node network for three classes under Pareto
traffic. For Pareto traffic, we use

where , and is the average in-
terarrival time. We adopt the same control vectors for the three
classes of label paths as in Fig. 7. We observe that the proposed
schemes can still achieve sufficient differentiation under Pareto
arrivals. Moreover, the performance is similar to that of the ex-
ponential arrivals in terms of both loss and delay.

Fig. 11. Performance of combination of buffering and deflection-routing
schemes in the 14-node network for three classes in which SPD with
K = 3;M = 3, andA = 2 is used for C ; D-LLD withK = 3;M = 1,
and A = 2 is used for C ; and SP with no buffer is used for C .

The above results also show that the packet loss and delay
analysis are highly accurate for all buffering and routing
schemes under different traffic loads.
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Fig. 12. Performance of deflection-routing schemes in the 14-node network
with no buffer for three classes under Pareto traffic in which SPD with A = 2

is used for C ; SD-LLD with A = 2 is used for C ; and SP is used for C .

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper proposed a framework for differentiated con-
tention resolution in photonic packet-switched networks. In
this framework, different recirculation buffering and deflection
routing schemes can be applied. Two classes of loopless deflec-
tion algorithms are provided in order to support different loss
and delay requirements. An analytical model is also developed
to evaluate the packet-loss probability and the end-to-end delay
for different schemes. Simulation and analysis results show
that our scheme can provide sufficient options for supporting
differentiated service requirements. The results also show that
our analytical model is highly accurate.

One area of further work would be to incorporate traffic engi-
neering and load balancing into the deflection routing schemes.
In addition, the proposed framework can be extended to support
dynamic label assignment in which label paths requests arrive
to the network dynamically.
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